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. . THE_APPLICATION. Or A NODEL,.,OF TURNOVER IN

WORK ORGANIZATIONS .TO THE STUDENT ATTRITION PROCESS

, A theoretical model of turnover in work organizations was applied to the
_

.

..

A*6-_

ropout-pro=process. Obtained by-questionnaire from freihmen women
. .

-

at a major midwestern land-grant university. The questionnaire included'measurei
.

for fourieen independent variables in. the model. Twelve determingntevere.

expected to influence satisfaction, intent to leave, and dropout irc a causal

sequence. The model wasstimated using path analysis and multiple regression.

Nine'variables were ranked by total causal effects. From high to ldw-, these

were: intent to leave, grades, practical value, opportunity, marriage, satis-=

faction, campus organizations, ooPrgms,,and participation (R2_= .48).
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THE APPLICATION OP A NODE6-.4
-MORK ORGANIZATIONS TO THE 4

1R7i4iNERIN'
ATTRITION PROCESS

, Introduction

A case baldly need be developed for the rtance of studiing student

attrition in this period of a shrinking pool of high school students and high

levels of paranoia about the impacts decreased oIlments-jay have on-the

existence of"insiitutions. tnderstzulding the

some of the anxiety present: amon§ faculty and
A 4=

trition"procesi may alleviate

strators, but more import

tantly, this -understanding will a4ow instituti 1 personnel to intervene in

coherent fashion to reduce dropout.

Discovering the reasons Why students leave institution has long peed of

interest to scholars in the field (Astin, 1975; pe and Hanna, 1975; Heywood,

1971; Knoell, 1960; Paul:6es and Czeedon; 1978; scarelli, 1980;;Sexton,-1965;
- /.

Spady; 1970; Summerskill, 19624 Tinto, 1975).. Th

'-.'to describe the attrition pzocess, loudly decried
. .

Spady, 1970; Pafitages and Creedon, 1978) has been.parti ly alleviated'

by the work of Spady a970) ; Tinto (1975), Pascarel, a (1980), can ( 981a).

The use of theoretical models is greatlydeSired, s nce theoryguides reearch

and brings some degree of cosmos to the chaotic arr y of variables avaible to

lack of theoietical. models

the and 70.'si (Knoell,

the researcher of dropout:

,

One obvious place to lookfor models which mayray »eneralize to the attrition

process is at.the literature on turnover in work org zations. The issumption

4
is made that members leaving an .organization may do, for'similar re/asons,

, 4P

iegardless of whether it is an employee leaving a workorganization/or a student
,

_11
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leaving, a college. or university. Price' (1977) .prOvidel &major review of the

literatUie related to. turnover in work Organizations, and Price and mien-or

(in press)-have ievisedand:expanded,pride's Original model based on an exten-
.

-,

.

. . i .
. .

-_Sive empirical investigation. It is this mbdel:of turnover that forms the baSis

for the industrial model of student attiition to be estimated in this paper.
Jt

.There gre.tWo-MajOr purposes to this paper. .The.first is to describe the
_

industrial model *of student attrition, how it was derived from the'Price/Mueller
-

model, and review some relevant literature::' The-second is to estimate the

model, and to identify the relative importance of the different variables in
,

the model- in explaining the criterion, dropout. 'Some implzications for future

research and practical considerations will, be discussed.

The. Industrial Medal of StudentAttrition'

The causal model of turnover developed by Price and Mueller (in press)

contains eleven determinants and two intervening variables. Job satiSfaction

'and intent to stay (identical but opposite to "intent to leave") are expected

to intervene between several of. the determinants and turnover, with satisfaction

casually prior to intent. According to Price and Mueller:

Alternative jobs outside the hospital (opportunity) serve to increase
directly the amount of furrioveri Seven determinants have an indirect
impact on turnover through job satisfaction- work (routin
ization) decreases job satisfaction, whereas participating in job-
related decisions (ParticipatiOn), being informed about job-related
issues.(insikumental communication), having closefriends employed
by the same organiiation'(itegration),. receiving good pay, being
fairly compensated (diitributive justice),. having an opportunity to
obtain a better job in the organizationall operate to increase job'
satisfaction. And as job satisfaction increases, individuals evidence
greater intent to stay with the. olganization.. slliree determinants have
;an indirect impact on turnover through intent to stay._.Increased
dedication to occupational standards of performance and general occu-
pational socialization serve to decrease ihten't.t6 stay, whereas
obligations to local kin serve, to increase intent to stay. Finally,

the model Indicatesithat intent to stay his a direct negative impact
on turnover- (in press:3)(parenthetical notes added)

The model 'Consists of seven variable's related to the interaction of the



-individual with the organization '(the seven variables;,influencing Satisfaction);

three variables related to the organizational environment (opportunity; member-

. -

ships-in professional organizations, and kinship responsibility); one "background"

variable, generalized traioing,.which indkatas the educational level attained

.. .
- -

. .
,

before the time the respondent completes the questionnaire, and the tWo-'inter-
, . .

.

vening variables, satisfaction and intent to stay. These thirteen variables.
I

and'their linkages constitute the causal, model of turnover; A substantial amount

of.supporting evidence, in the'form of major and minor reviews of the literature

.

and'empirical studies were cited in creating the model (Price, 1977:66=91r Price
.

-

and Mueller, in press),. It is this model, then, that forms the point of departure

for the development of the industrial model of student attrition;

I

.

The industrial model of student attrition (a term used interchangeably with
, .

.. .
.

"dropout") closely parallelsthe Price/Muelier model of turnover: The criterion.

, ...:-

variable, dropout,is'defined!-ip the -cessation of individual student enrollment
.

...
. . .

. .

j..o. aparti-aular institution. The unit of analysis is that of a single insti-

tu ion. The study focuses on the individual student's interaction with a par=

ticular institution, and thus is consistent with the empirical studies of-

Rootman (1972) who used the "person -role fit" theory, and Bean who used a syn-

thetic Mbdel of student attrition (Bean, 1981). The model developed here also

has

si

much in common with that of Bean (1980). The Atructure. of the model is

lari'encept'for the elimination of the background variables and the vari-

, ._
"abl s included -here were indicated by Price and Mueller's (in press) newer.work.

The industrial model of student attrition s presented in Figure 1. Defini-
..

tio s for the variables are presented in Table 1. a e structure of the model
;

iI RE). and. TABLE 1 INSERT ABOUT HERE;
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is taken directly framlhe Price/Mueller model, holiever, several important sub-

stitutions of variabdes are Made in order to iakd the model more appropriate

for the study ofstudents rather than employees. Satisfaction with being a

student is substituted for job satisfaction, and intent to leave is used in

-place of intent Wstay, which results in the relationship between intent to
. ,

leave and dropout being positive, and between satisfaction and intent to leave

being negative. The ordering of the variables, withsatisfattion plecedding

intent to leave, ch-is the_immediate precursor of the criteiion, is identi=

cal to the model of! turnover. In the model of turnover, seven exogenous variables

.

are expected to have a direct impact on satisfaction. Five of these seven

(routinizatioh,jarticipation, instrumental communication, integration and dis-

tributive justice) are identical for each model, although operatidnalized sliyhtly

differehtly. Pay, assumed to be phe'of the most importaneinkluancei on job

satisfaction, does mit occur specifically fOr-studehts'Who are not "paid" in the

sense -that an employee is paia for accomplishing certaini taiks. -'Three surrogate_

Measures for pay are included in thi* study\(giades,practical value; developient)-

The rationalejandtuppOrting:evidence forihese surrogate measures.tis presefited

-

elsewhere (Bean, 1978:24-32,), and will °ay
.

be briefly summarized here. Grades

.

represent what Tinto (1975:104) called an ".extrinsic- K du which, as tangible

. .

resources, could be.utilized fbr future. educational and career mobility. As such..

.

they are perhaps the closest surrogate to pay 'In work organizarions. Spady (1970)
-

elaborates:

. . . grades represent the most conspicuous form of reward. They

are basically extrinsic and are used as tangible resou'4es in the
quasi-occupational role-playing of the career-orientedistudent in
his negotiations for-improved opportunity for success. '';(p. 77)

The pradtical

'indicateS the

went and thus

value of one's education used asa surrogate measure for pay
.--

degree of belief that one's education wi 1 lead to future employ-
,

future pay.-.As such it can be considered as access to future pay
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based on current activities. Kamens (1968) isolateda variable strongly associ-

ated with cbllege'size and quality., It was the student's image of future careers-

\
in the economy.' or the "pay ff" of college.'-

:\

lkThe data supported'our ntention that higher quality and larger
Schools increase the clarity of the'student's view of their occupa-
tiomaland ecdnomic structure and enhance their belief that the. Student
role at their-college is the most effect-way-to enter thtte careers;
thereby lowering therate of dropout at these Schoolt. (p. 683).

Ttirpsychological assumption necessary fbr the proposition that higher Ieveks

of practical value will probably lead to lower levels of attrition is that it

is desirable. for one!s education to. lead tó future employment.. If a student

enrolled at a college believes that the institution is providing such an ethi-
c

cation, this will result in'an increase in the student'A satisfaction with the

institution.

The/final pay-surrogate measure is self- development. Whereas_ an employee

------____Ocs*some measure of immediate.extrinsic reward for,work, students seek personal

'ddirelopment--the attainment of a set of Skills -(such as pkoblem-solving.,judg-
.

,ment, and interpersonal skills) Aiteftil to future employers. "Althoughthe develop-.

ment of these skills may appear to be motivated by intrinsic needs,one can

assume that thbte Who develop certain skills as a resuii thir forma. education

will have a better chance of getting keeping higher paying

who lack these skills. Thus, the development of these skills,
. .

is related to future pay, and Will be considered-ad a pay surr
-

the- purpose of this study. Again, development is expected to a

faction in;influencing dropout.

jobs than those
/

albeit indirectly,

ate measure for

t'through satis-

. -

In addition to these eight determinants, two others, courses and member-
.

ships in campu.d..organizations,are expected to influence satisfaction and thus

dropout: /le iitst, courses, is taken to be a measure of job content. This

variable is viewed,as being analogous to the "work" fac7 of the-Job DetAiptive

8
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Index developed by SMitho Kendall, nd Huhn (1469). Having the courses one

Wants to:take at an institution should beSiedlar to ha \ring a job whose tasks
-

One wants to perform. In either- 'Case:. one' s satisfaction should increase as

the desirability of task or course content' increases.

_

The setidnd variable,. memberships in campus organizations, is-analogous

Wwhaticeltnd,killer (in presS) called prgfessionalism. Professionalism

was operationaliied by the number of- meiberships in professional associations,

and hoW often one 'attends these meetimis Profettionalism was expected to have

A negative influence on intent to -stay. Memberships in campus organizations Was

ope'aationalized'by the number of these memberships. Because campus organizations

are internal to the institution,'these memberships would be expected to have a

.4--

negative influence on intent to leave, to effect opposite that. of professionalism.

Memberships in voluntary Subunits within an organization would suggest that a

peFson is satisfied with-the organization, (that is, voluntarily increases inai-

Vidual-organizational exchange0 and wtuld increase what Tinto (1975) caned
4

social integration. A

The Price/Mueller model has one additional variable expected to influence
a ,1/4.

tatisfaction: promotional.opportunity. ThiS,Variable we ,not included in the
.*-

.

Todel of student attrition. Ond analogy might be being "ptamoted" from the
.

.

freshman clatt to the sophomore class. This variable does not seem to have the.

same content as promOtionaI opportUnity. Generalized training,waa'anftheT.
L 4., 0 ;1.;

VariAbler.emitted:from\the attrition.mOdel. 'Thit variable wiO6erationalized1;

bY2he nursWieve of\trainingife4. high tchool diploma; A.k.degree, ett.).

Since nearly everyOne 4n college has a high school diploma, the variable W;6ild

fOr all practical purposes be a'uhitY* and yind.fidthin0 to theunderstanding..
.,

of the attrition process."
.

The remaining two v iables, kinship. responsibility and opportunity, were
:

O

. . -

9



included in the model in modified fOrm,. The opportunity -Variable waS-changed

from opportunity to get another job to opportunity to.transfer.to another college.'

I the industrial model of studentattrition, opportunity is assumed tosinfluente 3

'both intent to leave and attrition directly. This assumption is made because
,

people would probably not intend to leave unless they have explored alternative

roles in the work environment, and this opportunity would infhumme intent as well

as influencing dropout directly. Kinship responsibility in the Price/M dr

model indicates the level of responsibility one has to a spouseand dren

r

and the importance of; being a good spouse and parent. Since married students

were excluded from this study (due to their small numbers), this variable was

operationalized by asking about the likelihood that a student would marry before

-

graduating. It is assumed that the more likely one is to marry, the morelikely

one would be to intend to leave school or actually drop out either to.move with

the spouse to a new location, or to work full-time to support the spouse. ThuS,

:
likelihood of Marrying is expected to have a positive impact on intent to leave

and dropout.

Several charecteristici of,the Price/Muelle model deserve special
;

.

attention; To begin with, Price and Mueller attempted to create an inclAsive

model -one containing a comprehensive set of variables,: and not variables of

just one type, ipe pay 'abies. Second, the Iirtkage in their model are
_

, . ..

. _, i

recursive, that is, there is a one-way directional causality. Third, the linkageS

,. are positive or negative, -linear as opposed to non:-linear, and additive as opposed.

to multiplicative. The causal ordering-in their model is based primarily' on

Price's (19773 extensive review of the literature: % Theone major revision to

the original Price model involfied the addition of intuit to stay as an inter-

vehing variable between job satisfactionand turnover. This addition was based

6A the recent work of Porter and his colleagues(Porte;.:\et al., 1974; Steers,



1977:-Porterat al., 1976; and Koch and Steers,. 1978)%and Mobley (Mobley. 19777

Mobley et al.,. 1979). Flhally, their model it deemed "tentative,' and will

undOubtedly be.,revised further as the results from empiricalAtudies are evalu-

1ted.

AS MS n described, the. model of attrition to be estimated 4 this paper

Shares the struCturalcharacteriitics with ,the-Price/Mueller model, and differs-
2 ,

only in the inclusion ofsubstituts variables (e.g., grades, practical value'and_

deVelopment toi pay)i the exclusion of two variablesvhich seem inappropriate

iprOMotiohil. opportunity and generaltralningY,' and tbs.-addition of the variable

.. . _ _

:Courses as beingAnalogous to job content in influencing satisfaction.- The .

industrial model of attrition ,shares much in cason with Other models of student

attrition:(Spady, 19704 Tinto, 4975; Bean; 1980. 19834. In each of (these model's,

kgroupsof variables based on the background 0/.the-student:and theSt4ent's.

interaction with the institutiop, were expected to influende:satisfaction.(Or

- other aititudes).; which in turn incrwest instituttonal.cdmmitment:(whichwas

1.5. .

._ .,

similar -to the, nteht to leave variable) .7*Lich ininediatly.y preceeded dropout: 1: _.I,,

, - -34 ,

The main dii
-

theis with the past7fodols. are: h exClusion of backgroOhd -
. .

_.,.._
.

variables_l culation characteristics): the specification of intention (As
.fi' 4 ..% ', -...

*.. : .

Opposed do'institutional ccimmitment) asthe immediate pfqqprior,o,"ittri*on
-- , r. i,

(true also in Bean, 19$1a):Ilue identification Of.specifiC interactions With the
-,-,

orgeOzation as determinants of, satisfaction (Spady and.Tirkto', used a more momni-

bus" variables, such as noimatiVi congruence); and a dearly specified one-way
.

causal ordering, which was'somewhat.unclear in theSpady and Tinto. koe.;s.

_ . .

Even with these differences, it.is felt that the industrial model off student
.

. .
.

'c

...

. attrition is complementary to, and not. Fontradixtory to;; these preiious mOdels.

Further support for the inclusion of this set of 'variables as determinants: of

student attrition -is presented elSeWhere (f*an, '1978; 1979).

-



Data for this Study were collected using a two-step. longitudinal_wocess.

In .the first.stepi an instrument, developed and pilot teated.onthree other

campbses, was mailed to'ali.froShmen registered at a major midwisterh land -grant

Univ4isity during.thekspring. term-of 1079. (111E4,045). Th:rate of return was

47 percent. From thit '1,909 respondents, a fisw3g us subtainple of -876 women

was seleefid for the inal Only women were used because the sample used to
. -

estimatethe.Price/Mueller *Oda of. turnover was. taken from.the nursing pro-

fession, and:Consistecrentirely'of:wOmen.80mogeneouinesS:was desired:to

eliminate theepossible-i4luence of confounding VariableSJICerlinger, 1973)-
-

.

Only women Who met ;the following criteria were inclOded in,the analysis:
.

unmatried bill=biMeffrethmen who were 21 years old Oryounger, whO had not.

transferred from another institution and were U;S: citizens. .tiSt*iSe deletion

_ was used to treat thernisein4datavand 820 cases were. used in the estimation

procedure's!

The instrument contained 98 items from which measures for the 14 ihdepen-

dent variables used int.he analysis...The-staas for th".6 items are presented in
.

, .

!Table 1; The miorityof these its were likert scaled ranging from "a very
.

. Small extent," scored 1_- Ito "a. very large exehti", scored 5; :Other-questions

asked:icir factual.informatton, stiohas uni*ersity gfades and .thihumbei of
.

memberships in campus_ organizations. neat assumed to measure the same construct

were combined using the principles of factor-based composites aChn and Mueller;.

.s ,

19184-. Factor analysis, using thevarimaz criterion and orthogonal rotation,
. .

Was also used to assess concurrent and convergent lialidity0 Which was,found to

be adequate (bell and Fitke, 1959). Eleven determinants'were-conitructed

from the use. of more than one, item (see! Table 1), and three jgrades, courses,
. _

.

campus organizations) items..re indicated by single items.. The reliability:of the
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multi-item indicida was measured by Cronbachlt coefficient alpha, and averages

.79, Which is near the level of .80 suggested by NUnnally for basic research

,
(1967); j'our measures had reliability coefficients below .80 (routinization

(.75), marriage (.66), integration (.64), and distributive justice (.54).

Seven measures had reliability coefficients at .80 or above (intent to leave

6:96), practical value (.91), SatiSfaction (.87), .development (.87), instrumental

communication (.83), participation (.82), and opportunity (;.80);
.

The second step in data collection was to discover who had dropped out-of

school between April, 1979 and March, 1980. Data regarding dropout was taken

from registration tapes for spring semester, 1979, fall 1979, and spring 1980.

Of the total litt of 876 women selected for the analysis, 12 were de;eted

because the identification number on their questionnaire did not match ID num-

bers for registered students dUring egking semester, 1979. .Another 10 were

deleted because they were stopouts, not registered for fall of 1979, but registered

for spring of 1980. Of the remaining 854 women, 687 (80.4%) were continuously

registered for these three semesterS,and contiaered."stayers." These students .

scored "0" on the dropout.4atiable. There were 125 womenw4 failed to register

for either. fall of 1979 or spring of 1980 who were scored 2 and 42 (4.916) who

were registered in the fall of 1979, but were not in March of 1980 (scored 1).

Thus 20 percent of the subjects dricOped out during the year when the data was

gathered;, but bedatise of the scoring method, the mean for the dropout variable

is .34 ((125 x 2) + (42 x 1))/854.= ;34). A similar method of score the

dpendent variabIe.was used by Spady (1971). The rationale for this scoring

method is that attitUdet and intentions change over time, and although one may

be able to accurately predict behavior based on intentions for a short tiMe,

as time goes on intentions effect on=beivior diminitheg. Thug, behavior meas-

ured near when an attitudinal or intent measure is taken should be weighted more
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heavily that later behavior.

The data were analyzed using'multiple regression analysis and path analysis.

,

Path analysis is a statistical procedure which can be used to estimate the param-
k . . i\

eters of the model, that is; the direct and indirect effects.of the variables

gh a system whose causar sequence hat.already been established (Land, 1969;

Kerlinger and Pedhazur, 1973; Ather,"1976). The paths indicated in Figure 1,

as well as.thokee impp.cit inthe. model but not connected by an arrow, will be
11-

estimates Bec se the'model is recursive, ordinary least squares regression
. :

analysis can be'used to estimate. the path values. Path values are the standardized

'partial regression coefficients (beta weights). The.effecti coefficffs 1Lew is-

Beck,41977; Lewis-Beck and Mohr, 1976) represent the total effect of an indepen-

dent vaiiaple and the dependent variable: These effects can be decomposed into

the direct effect, and indirect effects through the intervening variables (satis-
.

faction and intent to leave) which are placed between the exogenous variables

and dropout. The indirect effect of satisfaction is calculated through intent

to leave. Direct effects,. indirect effects, and total causal effects (effects

coefficients) will be presented in Table 4.

It should be recalled that an attempt was made to reach all the women in

the freshman class. The total number of women respondents (1,028) was reduced.,

to 820 due.to selection criterion, missing data, and stopouts. The use of signifi=

cance tests in the analysis was done in order to avoid making arbitrary assumptions

-about the importance of variables in the model;

Results

Table 2 contains the zero -order' correlations for all the variables in the

model; All but six of these correlations are below ; and five of these six

TABLE 2 ABOUT HERE
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't: correlations above .3 fall between.3 and .4. The highest correlation (.673) is

between intent to leave and dropout. Thus, with a few exceptions, the deter-

minants are largely independent of each other, and second, among the determinahts

and intervening variables, only intent to leave is highly correlated with drop-

Out. Stated another way, no variable by itself, except intent to leave, accounts

for more than 7 percent of the variance in dropout. The influence of each of

the determinants in the set on dropout will be relatively independent of dther.
r '

influences, but none is very large: Table 2 alto indicates the means and standard

deviations for the variables..

The results for the multiple regressions indicated by. the path model (Figure

1) are found in Table 3. The convention was followed that all one-way paths

Implicit in the Model were estimated, not just those identified by arrows in

Table 3 about here

the path model. Table 3 contains the beta weights which represent the pi-4h

coefficients for the determinants and intervening variables for six regressions.

In.the first regression, satisfaction, is regressed an the determinants. In

the second, intent to leave is regressed on the determinants, and in the third,

. -

1,

intent is gressed on the determinants and satisfaction. In the fourth through

sixth regressions, dropout is the criterion. The fourth regreition contains

only the determinants, the fifth contains the determinants, and satisfaction; and

the sixth contains the determinants, satisfaction and intent to leave. By the

addition of the intervening variables,' one an judge the importance of the added

variable in increasing the amount of explained variance. Once can also assume

that if a variable is significantly related to dropout with an intervening van--

able absent from the equation, but loses this significance when the'intervening

variable is added, that the variance originally accounted for when the inter-
.

vening variable is absent is subsumed'by the intervening variable when it is
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present. Fplally, the regressions which use dropout as. the criterion can be

used to estimate the relative importance of the independent variables in influenc-
.

ing dropout. Findings for the-three dependent variables will be presented

next.

Satisfaction; The twelve determinintt accounted for 24.3 percent of the

variance in satisfaction. The adjusted or "shrunk R2, written "V" adjusted

for-the degrees of freedom, ,as .232. Nine of the twelve deterMihantS were

_

significantly: related to satisfaction at the p = .05 level or higher. (.In the

discussion here, unless otherwise indicated, the number which follows the variable

indicates the path coeffiCient (standardized partial regression coefficient)

between the independent variable and the dependent vatiabldJ For the 820 women

selected for this analysis, in descending order of importance, the nine variables'

significantl related to satisfaction were: development (1227); courses (.133);
1110

grades (.129); integration (.093); campus organizations (.088); diStributive

justice (.086); practical value).075); routinization (=.065); and participation

(.064).

Intent to Leave. The twelve determinants account for 26.6 percent of the

variance in intent to leave (R = .255). With the addition of SatiSfaction to

the equation, the R2 increased slightly to account for 27.1 percent of the variance

(R
2
=..259). Withtatisfaction in the equation, the seven variables significantly

related to intent to leave were, in descending order of importance: practical

value (-.306); opportunity (.173); marriage (.124); campus organizations (-.103);

grades (-.094); Satitfaction (- .081); pnd distributive justice (.066).

Dropout. The twelve determinants accounted for 17.6 percent of the variance

in dropout (R = .164). With the addition of satisfaction to the equation, the

R2 rose to .183 (R = .170). With the addition of both satisfaction and intent

to leave to the equation, the explained variance in dropout rose to 48.6 percent

= .477). With both satisfactioniand intent in the equation, in descending

1 C
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order of importance,, the four variables significantly related to. dropout Caere:.

intent to leave (.644 - grades (-.139); courses (.079) and marriage (.061).

When only the determinants were included in the regression; campus organiza-

tions had a significant negative influence on dropout. When satisfaction was

'added, satisfaction had a significant negative influence on dropout, courses

had a significant positive influence on dropout, but the statistical tighifi

canoe of campus organizations'on dropout was lost. When both tatitfaCtion and

intent to leave are in the equation, practical value, opportunity, and satis-

faction lose statistical significance. Thit loss of significance is due

to the variance shared iir-ehe determinants and the intervening, variablet.

---
Intent to leave is said to subsume the variance of those variables such as

practical value which lose significance when 'intent it added to the equation.'

Intent to leave is
.shown to have more than four times the importance of - grades,

its nearest'rivaI, in influencing dropout.

TOtal_Causal-Effects. Before Trecee-ding with a discussion.of the indi-
w .?
Indu41 variables in:Ithis model, thetotat causal effects will be discussed.

Total effects, sometimes called effects coefficients (LeWit-Beck and. Mohr, 1976),

represent the total influence of one variable on anOther, and can be broken

down into direct effects and indirect effects. The direct effect between the

two variables is the path coefficient; The indirect effects calculated through

an intervening variable, is the product of the 'path ddefficients between the

determinant and the intervening variable and the intervening variable and the

dependent variable. The total effecte are"the sum of the direct'and indirect

effects. Direct effectsi indirect effects via intenttOleave; indirect effects
Ar

via intent to leave and satisfaction4 total effects and a rank order of the
--,,

importane of these effects is presented:in Table 4. -Indirect efiects through'

TABLE 4 ABOUT HERE
I

1 '1
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satisfaction were not calculated because satisfaction was not significantly
,

. .

related to dropout when controlling statistically for the effects oflintent to.

.leave. Computations of total effects lead to the following ranking of the

. _ 4

variables: intent to leave (.644); grades (-.206); practical value (-.18I);

opportunity and Marriage (both.= .143); satisfaction (-.098);,campus organizations

(-.069); courses!(.066); and participation (-.057). Development, routinization,

instrumental communication, integration, and distributive -justice had total

effects below .05 which are genezally considered as not meaningful (Land, 1969),

and thus were not ranked in Table 4.

Discussion_of_theiIndustrial_Model of Student Attrition

The findings fOr,the regressions indicated by the path model and the

total causal effects of the determinants and intervening variables have now

been described. The discussion will be divided into two parts. First, the

general findings for the industrial model of student attrition will be presented ; °'

This will be'followed
4

ables.

discussion of the findings for the 'individual vari-

:.

In general, the model of attrition developed in this pdper, based on the

Price/Mueller model of turnover work organizations, Was supported by the.'

estimation procedures. Eleven of

factioh in the (fashion i.e. nine were significantly related and two
.

.

(opportunity and marriage) which were not expected to be significantly related
.14

in fact were not significantly related) * The determinants accounted for 23

lve determinants were related to satis-

percent of the variance in student satisfaction. The twelve determinants in.

Price /Moeller model accounted for.26'percent of the variance in job sat

faction, but behaved in a much different fashion; Only two of the determina

significantly relateddtb student satisfaction or job satisfaction behaved in

4

the same way--routinization was negatively related to satisfaction and par icipation

4



was positively re °

ed to attrition. OtherWite, the results differed. Mar

students, the pay surrogate measures (development and.grades) were the bes

predictors of satisfaction, while for nurses (the subjects in the Pride/Maeller

model) rout4nization'and instrumental communication were the pest predictors.
. .

Instrumental communication was not significantly related to satisfaction for

studet(ts, while pay- was not'SignificantIy related to satisfaction for nurses.

Satisfaction and the determinants accounted for 19.percent of the variance
_

, in intent to stay for nurses and 26 percent of the variance in intent to leave

for students. For nurses, satisfaction, general training, kinship responsibility,

opportunity and pay had a statistically significant influence on intent, while

---------
'for students, practical value;' opportunity for marriage/ campus organizations,

grades, satisfaction, and distribative justice had a spa istically significant

inflUenceon intent. For both grou0s, pay (or pp suy ates), satisfaction,

and the environmental variables related to opportunity and to family (or future

family) had significant influences on intent. The relative contributions of

the variables in the two regressions differed. Specifically, for nurses, satis-

faction had the largest influehce on intent, while for students, satisfaction

was significantly'related to attrition,- but had only about one fohrth as much

influence on attrition as did practical value.

In the Prict44ueller model, three variables ,were significantly related to

-
turnover (oPportunity, general traiiiing, and intent) and accounted to 18 percent

of-the variance in turnover. In this study of attrition, four variables (intent,

grades, Courses, and marriage) were s ficantIy related to and accounted for
. .

48 percent of the variance in attrition. Intent was the best predictor in both

:cases. The explained variance was due largely to the intent variable, and the
.

explained variance is higher in this study because the-zero-order relation
z

between intent and dropout was higher here (.673) than for Price/Muel (;404);
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stances; the determinants did not' explain the variance in intent very

II (Price/MU011er = .19; this study =,.26). Based on another study (Bean,

1981) the .golditioh,,of more attitudinal variables besides satiSfaction iSprobably

_
.indicated in order to increase, the amcint of explained variance in intent;

I -

Comparison with one,other study is also informative. Bean (1980) Aged a

similar model to estimate attrition at anather major midwestern university.

In.a regression using 26 variables, the findings, were' the' same (in terms of

direction of the effect and-significantenonsignificance.of the relationship)
_ ,

for grades, practical value, deizelopment, relutinization,:instrumental communi-
o

CatiOn,'and opportunity. Zero-order correlations are presented in the Appendix

for 13 variables which were the same for this study and Bean (1980)ias well

1_
as for seven variables, from Price and Mueller (in press). The consistency of

the correlations between-the data presented hate and in Bean (1980) is remarkably
. _

high. Using the correlations between the determinants and SatiSfaction as data

pointi, 93 percent of the variance in thecorrelations in one data set can be

explained by the correlations in the other. With the correlations between the

independent variables and intent to leave as data points, 94 percent ofthe

variance in the correlations is explained. These data, taken from two different

institutions two year's apart, indicate a high degree of stability in the relation-

ships betWden these determinants and the intervening variables, enhancing the

Validity of bop; studies. Greater differences exist among he correlations

between the determinants and dropout because dropout was operationalized differently

in the different studies. The chief difference between these two studies is the )

zero -=Order Correlation between intent to leave and dropout; 1h the earlier study

it was .456, and in this study it was .673. There are two SSible reasons for

this; In the first study; the data wasgathered toward the end of the first

semester ofthe freshman year. Intent was a dichotomous variable based on who

20'

ti
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returned and was registered the next fall,;some nine months later; In the

current study, data on intent was gathered in April and registration data was

gathered in August and the following March.' Since the majority of studentt

.

4,

dropped out over the summer, intent was a prediction of behavior four months.

and not nine months later. For this reason, students in the current study fared ,_,/
better at predicting their dropout behavior because less time was involved

'between data collection on intent and registration or drepout.

Discussion of the Findings

- - .

Intent to Leave. Based on previous studies and on theory, intent to leave

.

" was expected to have the greatest influence on dropout. This was found to be

the case in this study, The determinants and satisfaction were And to make

an independent contribution to drOpout of .033; the determinants*and satis-

faction and intent to leave made a joint contribution of.150; and.intent made

an independent contribution of .303 to the total explained of .486.

_ .

By- itself, intent could explain 45.3 percent of the variance in dropout; This

fiSaii:s 'Takes the use of the intent variable in future studies of attrition based

on survey research almost mandatory. The location of intent in the industrial

model of student attrition is well justified.

Satisfaction. Based on the model of turnover, satisfaction wassexpected

'to have the greatest influence on intent to leave orany of the variables in

the model; This was not found to be the case for students, Satisfaction had

a significant negative influence on intent to leave, but five other variables

had higher beta weights indicating a greater influence on intent than satisfacqon

had. On the other hand, eleven of the twelve determinants were.related to

satisfaction in the expected fashion. Satisfaction was only ranked sixth in

total effects-on dropout. An elaboration of the industrial modeI, presented

elsewhere (Bean, 1981), suggests tbat satisfaction should.be one of several
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attitirdinalorioutozOme variables which should be.incinded in this model in the

saMe location as satisfaction--intervening between-the determinants and intent

to

Gradesi:Practical Value and Development (Pay SurrogateiMeasures). These

three ieashres, each with a distinct identity ci)eits own, ut each treated in

the model as a.kind of payment for the student, contribut d significantly in

one or more of the regressions with satisfaction, intent to leave or dropout

as-the criterion. Grades was significant in all six regressions in Table 3,

and wag second most important in total effects on dropout. Practicalvalue was

significantly related to satisfaction, intent to leave and dropout, except in

the regression of dropout on all the other variables in the model. Development

was found to have the most influence on satisfaction, but was not significantly

related to intent to leave or dropout. This. set of variables should probably

be entered into the path model as variables in their own right. In fact, they

ffght all be considered 'ad outcomes of the educational process; and be entered

alOng with satisfaction as intervening variables, as suggested earlier (Bean,:1981a).

Total effects for these variables indicated that grades was second in importance

to intent in its knfivence on intent to leave, and practical value was ranked

third: Development did not have total effects above .05, and thus may not be

important in explaining dropout, but clearly was important in explaining satis-

faction. The inclusion of these variables in future studies seems well justified.

Routinization; Routinization had a significant negative influence on

1
satisfaction; but this influence was the lowest of the nine determinants signifi-

cantly related to satisfaction:. It was not related to intent or dropout.

Although very important in the Price/Mueller model, routinization to a student

unploubtedIy,means something different than routinization to a nurse. Its inclu-'

sion in future studies is not well Justified on the basis of this study. Routini-

I
zation for stuahts may ndicate students who have developed mature study habits --

. v
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students who schedule their, time Well; ThuiSiUdents who find Schod.lhighly

repetitive and thus boring may bein the Samecategory of roUtinization as those
.

. .5

. - , . ...

andstudents who are delighted with school d schedule their tim-precisely to get

the most out of it. Future research Fight focug on the study -habits issue

rather than onroutinization per se.

Instrumental Communication. :Th is irkriable was not sighificanty.relited

to the intervening or the dependent variable. This is probably due to the

:
way in which the variable was,operationalized. Knowing rules .xs.not similar

, -

to knowing how to use equipment or procedures related to. a job, -In the future;
.

the variable should bey operationalized related-to knowing hów.to perform as a.
-

student; e.g.; how_to study; how to read; how to write; how to-use the library,

etc.

Participation. This variable had a significant, positive relationship ~with

satisfaction; 'but contributed little to the understanding of 'satisfaction. The

. . .

impOitance of this variable may not emerge by the middle to-the end of thej:l

second semester of the freshman year for-a student. That is, a student may not

expect to participate indecision making until later Yearsin dollege.. Table 2

indicates that there. Was only a'smallamouni of participiaoh.for-fie4hmen in.
.

this sample. The Variable; however; was ranked ninth-in total effects'od dropout.

f
Integration. Integration; or-having close fiends; had a Small but signif

,

cant positive relationship with satisfaction but was not related to "intent to .

2..

leave or .dropout This findi was consistent with that orPrice,
.

, .

andiMneller, but contrarxto the expectations of Tinto (1975).0or Spady 407l).

tine prdblem may be inop-el-rationalization of the variable. It may. beLthat the

student's interpretation' of clo setriendS-varies Wideli; or that-everyone c14i6S,

-.-.

to have cloSe'ftienas; regardless of how closgthesefriendships are.
.

yinalitV,

_, 4._ .. _,
t

t. close -friend who is a poor student is not likely to be. a godd influence en.-
.: \ 4-

is
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on stiident subcul es before erstanding the irrfluencepf having close. -.
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be iimportailt to control, for interaction effects based

friends on satisfac n amid dropout.
, "41r.- v :Courses. Riving the courses one wanly-to take was significantly related

-

to satisfactiOn in tiie -pre4icted directionk but had .a signific,ant positive
.

influenCe on dropout. 4lot'Avisy;to =plat!: thisw.findkncl..Whaps it is
4 4" due to 'cognitive dissonance. That. is, students? like the courses offered, but

,r.
V . 4 ....

either do.' poorly in them, or are ,not allowed- to take tram :as freshmen, or are_

-. f

closed out of 'them. Findkng thegaselves in this'Aliksbrainte position,' they withdraw
.. -

from 'it by'sicippii,ig =but_ of chiabl; Courses was ranked eighth initotal effectsr ,.

, : -on dropout.
0.

Distributive Justice... A Mannar finding occurred with disibutive justice.

It has 'a positive significant relationship to satiSfaction,.,but also a signifi-
, - ,

Icint positive relationship to intent to _leave.; The problem may be in the way
. _

the variable is operationalized: The .fairness in the way one is treated may
'

not be central in the. response of the subject; The 'response may be to what was
, . . . ..

- considered es -fair.or unfaire.g. whether one-likes one's grades, or academic''. 1.-S

: rile eS f-rOr, scholarship (or lick thereof)._ variable also may become important .
$- -.l'i . ;_ .

!only' when one has had more- experience -with the institution.. . ,

:
,.... -.1..- . 1/0.11.1.. ID. -1. , This variable, only tangentially

related to the turnover !O jo17el, iwasfound 6 be significantly related to satis-
_

faction, intent_ to leaVe., and; to drOfioui when only the determinants were in the

eguatioh. It rs ranked: seventh overall in influencing droisout; This variable
. . . - . .. ;may .be one element- at What TintO, (1975 a) considered as social integration, nd

Should definitely be explored further.

Opportunity and-Marriage. These two "environmental. variables played a
. , -4.fairly,.prominent role in, tne-industrial roodei of student attrition, and were

-4
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tied for fourth, after intent; grades, and practical value, in influence on

dropout. Although not something in which the institution can easily intervene,

it is important.to realize-that the environment in Whldh an institution finds_

itself can exhibit an iRpOitant influence on student' behavior. ,;Most past.itUdies

of studedt attrition have not dealt directly with environmental influences On

student behavior. Based on this finding for theixiduatrial model, such influences

should be assessed. Otherwise, an institution may invest heavily in a project

which may -nlyzslightly alter a student's intent to lave or dropout, sinceII. .

students are being pulled away from, and not pushed out of, the institution;

Conclusi-one
L

The overall conclusion to be drawn from this study is that much can be

learned about student behavior from the study of employee behatior in work Omani-

zations. -Thestructure of the model of turnover, and to a 1a*ge extent the

variablet in the model, have been usefUl'in orgenizing this data on student

attrition and providing some insights into the longitudinal process of student

attrition. The, significant paths in the model, indidated by .;:the regretSion-a

presented in-Table 3, are largely consistent with the expectations of bOw the

model should operate based on Pigure,l. Thut, the use of amodel of turnover

in work organizations for the study of student attrition is vindicated;

The chief difference between the findings for Price.andfteller (ineress)

And this study was in the-effectiveness of intention as an intervening variable'

to influende dropoilt or turnover decitionS. This difference was probably 'due

to the shorter time interval for students than for nurses between gathering the

data on the determinants and the data on dropout. Secondly, although Price and

Mueller attempted to make a model that was "inclusive" of all important deter-

minants; specification errors (leaving out important determinants or including

unimportant determinants) are a way of life inthe Social sciences: Despite
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the comekWalively high amount of explained variance. in the droPoustudy, most

of that was due to the inclusion of the intent variable._ Since only-about 25
, ,

percent of the variance in intent to leave was exPlaineld, the industrial -model

of student attrition does not explain the variance of this intervening variable

.

as well as other studies using the synthetic model of student attrition (Beano

19Efibic). In'the synthetic model, the pay surrogate measureswould,eaCh be
.

considered as outoomes.of the educational process, and be located in the model

as endogenous variables between the determiulimrfts and intent to leave. In fact.(,

in one estimation of that model (Bean, 1981 ) "satisfaction was omitted as an

-intervening variab1e without a significant loss_in the explained_ variance of

intent Wieave. Thus, althOugh initially useful as an.organizing concept,

_
the indUStrial model is nod sufficient td explain the dropout process. It was

howeveri-incorporated as one element in the 'synthetic model : (Beam 1981a).-

Compared to other) studies of attrition-usingregression t iohniques-(Spadyi-

1971; Terenzini and Pascarella, 1079; Cope and Hanna, 1975:13) the explained

variance fOr thi 'study is quite high,. As indicated earlier, thiS is !due

to one variable-- tent to leavebut also benefited from the inclusion of:,,

determinants such as opportunity and practical both of which were con-
-

.10

ceptualized as being borrowed'from the literatuonturnoveri not- from studies

of student attrition; This. is the key. There is a tremendous amount to be

learned about universities from the study of other'types of organizations;

with organizational theory as a guiding fbrce, andAifh the, multitude of empire -.

cal studies, of work organizations to choose from, the marriage between institutional

researcher and this body of knoviledge should be a fitful one.

r)
ti



467"are analytical variables which are believed to produce variations in turnover

(or any criterion) . .`Like the correlates, the determinants are included in

24

Determinants; addordingto=tbedelinition proWided by Price (19770':p; 24)4-.7

statements taalled_wpropositionsnwhich'link_them_to_turnover. .Proposiions
V.

are explanatory statements, utereas empirical generalizations are descriptive

statements. Or- what differently:, propositions are theoretical statements,

wheTeaa;empirical..generalizations are factual statements . . Correlates are'

the indicators to which turnover is related . . The empirical generalizations

which embody the correlates describe, whereas the propositions'which embody the

determinants explain:" Thus, correlates are related to a criterion, but-are

not- assumes 'to explain why the criterion varias; determinants are expected to

:-.4ause.raxiations, and to be suitable for explainingWhy the criterion varies.

Race may correlate With dropout behavior, but race does not explain wilydropOut

rates differ for members of different races. A failure ta. perceive one's

education as being Of practical value, to the extent that it is related to

dropoUt, would help explain why a student drops out. erhusi race would be a

correlate and pracrtical value. would be a determinant of attrition;
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Table I

It .

Determinants and. intervening Variables:* Dginitions and Measures

Variable ', Mfinition

I of

Items

Intent to The'estiSated likelihood diSCOntinding Ont's

Ligni membership in: the organize

Satisfaction ,The degree to which a student likes (being. a

ti student

Grades University grade point average (pay Surrogate

measure)

iracticaI The jlegree to ,which one's education is believed

Value uieful for getting a job (pay surrogate measure)

Development o The degree to th if] achieved 4

through education (pay surrOitiOeititi)

Rouiinizatfon. T degree to xhich being a Student is, inptti-

tive

Sinple Items;

1.
D3 you expect to return/to this uni-

yer4aty next fell? Do you expect to

be enrolled at this universitune

year fromAtodly?

How much do you -armor disagree

with each of the following statements

about your being a student? I find

real enjoyment in being a student; I

consider being a student rather un=

pleasant; I definitely dislike kiting_

altnient; Molt dais I an entbusiaitic

about' being a student.

What is yourcum4atiVe grade point

average at this university?

iow useful do you'aink your education

hire Will be for getting; Future

employment?' A really good job?

._,..-

How' much impact do YOu think attending

Its university will have in your ,

development it each Of the faltwingt

Areas? KnOing.yoursilf; Ming inter;

personal skills; Seeing alternative

points of view: Making .value judgmentsi

To what extent do you feel that each of

.the_f011owing aspects of campus life is ,

fautinel that is; done in the;sane way

every day? Acadeiic *gram; wily

SOciallife; _



Definition

of

;ins temple. Items

Instrumental

-- Communication

The degree to whioh iifOrmation about being a
student is transmitted. by tto institution' to its
students

'The agree of Oar that an individual exercises
in classroom decisions

Integration,

courses

How well informed are_youabqut:

hademic rules here; 'Social rules

here? .

,

2 Here is a list of same. decisione which
are made at most universities. Please

actually Mve ininsking these decisions:
Xinis of course assigshents; amount of

course assignments.

How many 'am friends do you hive who

are: In your classes; Roam: pro or
live near you in the Imirding or house!:
In entra.curriculax actittities With you?

4fojitelte.*liCh. an 'individual has close

"frienla among. organizational osiers

The degree to which a stalent views the content ` 1

of-the. curriculum as desirable.

ds44e to Which reWardDistributive The s and pu
Jostice related to 'the amount of input

role

shunts are 3

.the student

Campus The degree to Which a gtudent is integrated

Organizations into the co-curricillar.lctivit*
institution

'Opporuniti. The v-ailability of alternitiie stodent roles .

#n the

1

To what extent does this university offer'
pa courses you want to take?

To: what extent are each of the following
s doile. at this university

lih Your .opinion)? Enforcement of

academic rules (e.g._, against cheating

Grading:. Awarding scholarships:

How many campus organizations; do you ,

belong to?

difficult 'do you think it would be
for you to leave this- university and
do each of the following: Tranifer
to another college, nniversity,,br

junior college?. Transfer 'to a' college
or university as goOd as this one?

(1%151

How likely are you td get married:
. the next year?' Before' graduating?

. 4

4'1



s'e
Tibi 2

,CorrelatifinAatrix for All Voriablei N820)

.;135 t;394 .282 343

. :.151 .227 .361 .110 .34Z

=.113 .004 -.114

8. -.028 7;077 ;148 ;140 .194 -.69:

:9. ;475. -.077 .110 .020

0. =.09T =177 107 457 -1.1.10

. .

-.074 ;.201 .302 .123 ..371

12. .010 -.021 .167 ..O46 .225

13. =.173 .224' .204 .246 ;134

14. .188 .244 .-.093 -.033 -.12O.

.178t .154" ';,..061 -.015 =.005

95-

.162=482
, ...

..047:

.199

.297 ;112 .163

;153 ..031 .093

.128 .092

-.140 .056 .032

-;012

;126

'052 s.111

.048 .007 .253

..002 .232 .105 =.618

=;.062 -.062 -;127 ;429

"=.078 =.007 =.010: ;028 -.057

34-. 172 15.32 5.68 . ,7.72 15.14 .9.72. 6;492: 445 .109 3.16.: 1.83 6;71

.72 '2.71 3.00 1.30' .1..97.- 3.52 2.13 1.44'4.99 .3,25, .76 1.88 1.02 1.93

.

bietop-out; IR-intent to
3,,iSatiefaction; Okada; 51tatticil Value; Kovelotiiient; TaRoutihitation;

8;1instpieetita2 COniiimitatioil',;91articipationi10ilntegration;
11Koursis;.12=DistribOtpie

I

1 37COPOS Organfzations; 14i0oportunity'; 1521.1arriage...



REGRESSION

. .

(STANDARDIZED :COEFFIcIENTS) FOR DROPOUT, INTENT.': TO LEAVE
isnesircet AS DEPENDENT VARIABLES (Nam820)

Table 3

'

Independent
'Variables

Grades

_,Practical Value

Development

Routinization

:-Instrumental
COmmunication.

.` Participation

"Integration
N.-

-
7Distributive Justice

Campos Organizaions

Opportunity

Marriage

Satisfaction

Intent to Leave

R2

Satisfactio;
(1)

,

Intent to Leave
. (2) (3)

.129***

4f.,

=.104***
.

-.312***

=:09411

-.306***

.227*** -.055 -.036
i-

-.065* .056. .051 .?

''-

.028

;Oft,* =.038

=:qs; :=.045

.133***; c -.009

.086** ;059 . ;066*

.088** -.110*** =-;;I03**

.pos .173*** 473**.

-.043 a2444,4

-.0a1*

.266 '471

;232 ;255-.

:fp-4. .05

-**P 7i .01.
***0 c .00.1

Dropout

(5) 4 (6)

:213***:' ,200***: '41i9***
.

''.185**% - -:178*** .020
.

8

0.15

I.

, J.,..-

-4026--,..t.- '
.

;002 .005.

4154

. 014 -.005.

.060 .073*

:035 .044

:144*** 143***

4;.0.03

-.024 1

.024

;079**

.001

.002

032

.145*** ;141*** ;061*

=.046

;644**Iq

;176 -.486

,477



'

-Table 4. DIRECT; INDIRECT; AND Tow EFFECTS ON DROPOUT AND
'RAM IN INFLUENCING DROPOUT (N 820)

Determinants

.

1,-
INDIRECT EFFICIILAn4

Direct
'-7/Effects Satis- Intent Satisfaction Total
on Dropout faction to Leave ind Intent Effects

32

jp..:J Intent Leave

EatiSfattioti

Grades
,7

Practical Value

Develoioment

Routinization

Instrumental
'Communication

Participation

,integration

4".1Courses
-.:,

.644 '
=.046 MUM -.4152

7..139 -.060

=.197-.
,-:

=.003. .021
:;

-.024 033

.010 =.006.

=430 .

-.024

424 -;029

;079 :=.006

.644 1

-.098 i5

-.007 -.206 2

=.0q4 =481 1.

,

-.012 .008

;003 ,012

=..001- .003

-.06 -.057 9

-.005 -.010

=.007 .066

Distributive JUst.
- -:-_
.del:4 c. .043 -,004 .040

C410000tganizations
_, .:7--002-r..:I,1 ;..066

: -.005 -.069_,. , ..

PPP.mttii4iii:_ .. '--M12 i .111 ' .000 .;.143 ' '4.-5

Marriage .061 .080 .002 -.143-., 4.8
.,



FY'

1,1

curia fsfaction



kntent'io Leave

Satisfaction

[-.4ac160
-

_

APPENDIX. SELECTED ZERO-ORDER CORRELATIONS FOR THREE:STUDIESa

`Practical Value

luevelopment A

*utinization

00aMmunication

'Participation

Integration

[Distributive Justice

iCampus Organizations

Opportunity

SATISFACTION

B.0

(2)

8.1

(3)

INTENT TO LEAVEI;

PAS

E4)..::

DROPOOT/TURNOVER

E.G
(5) (6) ""

.N

N

'N

-.374

.293

-.238

.060,

.060

N

-.031

.181

.310'

.389

-.252

.145

.101

;206

.282

4361

7A13

;148

.110

.207.

;167

.204

-.093

7.300

N

.063

-.035

-.046

N

.164

-:165

:341

7427

;150 .118

7.183 .17T

-.076 .:02r

.=.220, .224. .,.

,.435

Key: /H = Price and. MUe1ler, in press; 8.0 =

bror the Price/Mueller study,'Intent to.stay vas c
*

aSe1ected on the basis of available-data.

/14

(7i

.404

N

005

-0374

7.011

.456

;035.

.020

-.077

=.1487

.144

.673

-.212

-.270

-.151

443

7.028

.075

-.097 .,

.188

. .

';rhis; N

intent to leaVei


